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south bayfront bridge community meeting #2
ON MARCH 8, 2008, the City of
Emeryville hosted the second of three
community meetings to discuss the
design of the new South Bayfront
Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridge. The meeting
reviewed the project with community
members to the project and provided
key information about the bridge design status and next steps. The meeting also served as an opportunity for
residents, employees, business owners
and others to review preliminary
concepts for the bridge and the connected park, to comment on specific
alternatives, and voice ideas, concerns,
and questions about the new bridge.
meeting format
The second community meeting was
held on Saturday, March 8, 2008, from
9:30 am to 12 pm. The meeting was
held at the former Emery Middle School
at 1275 61st Street in Emeryville. Over
40 people attended the forum. The City
provided breakfast for participants.
Presentation
Mahvash Harms of Biggs Cardosa
Associates gave a brief presentation
on five different bridge alternatives:
a single arch design, a basket-handle
design, a butterfly design, a cable stay
design, and a truss design. She provided views of each alternative from

a number of vantage points, and also
discussed the proposed park and how
it might relate to the bridge design.
Technical Question & Answer Period
Following the presentation, participants had an opportunity to ask
specific clarifying questions about the
bridge alternatives and the overall
project. A number of participants also
asked questions about the park design process and how it would dovetail with the bridge design process.
Exercise on Bridge Alternatives
At the end of the question and answer
period, workshop participants spent
an hour visiting boards that described
the park and each project alternative.
Community members could leave comments on each board using a provided
pen and Post-it sticky note to pinpoint
the location and context of the comment. Consultants and city staff also
answered questions and discussed
concerns at each station.

community members
hope the new bridge
will help make
emeryville
a more connected ,
pedestrian - friendly
place to live ,
work , and play.

Comment Card
Finally, participants had an opportunity
to fill out a comment card addressing
the designs for the park and the five
project alternatives. Those who did not
attend the meeting could also submit
comment cards afterwards.
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straightening the curve, while others
cited the curve as one of their favorite
features of the design. With this and
other alternatives, visibility and safety
were key concerns.
Less Popular Alternatives
A number of participants felt that the
basket-handle tied-arch alternative
was too similar to the Berkeley I-80
bridge; they preferred a distinctive
design that set Emeryville apart. One
participant did advocate for a regional aesthetic, however, and supported
using a design similar to Berkeley’s.
Many participants felt the truss bridge
was “ugly” and “too common,”
although a few named it among their
favorites.

Above: A community member
fills out a comment card
to share her views.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
Overall, community members welcomed the diverse array of bridge alternatives and the extent of the work
that had been accomplished since the
December community meeting.
Favorite Alternatives
Broadly, workshop participants favored three bridge alternatives: the
single arch, the cable-stayed, and the
butterfly tied-arch designs. Comments on the first two alternatives
were universally positive, while a few
participants disliked the butterfly tiedarch. On the single arch bridge, some
community members advocated for
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Other Bridge Concerns
Among the three favored designs, a
number of concerns remained. Specifically, participants wondered how
much construction of each alternative
would cost, how many materials each
would require, and how maintenance
costs would vary for each type of
bridge. Several community members
supported choosing a bridge design
that would minimize resources consumed and maintenance required.
Elevators, Ramps & Garage Bridge
A number of community members
commented on the questions of
whether or not to include elevators, how to position the ramps,
and whether to replace the garage
bridge. The latter two questions
were also discussed at the first
community meeting in December
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2007. Generally, participants did not
feel elevators were necessary at all,
though one person wanted to see
an elevator on the east side. Others
expressed concerns that any potential elevators be as open and visible
as possible, particularly if they were
to be constructed near or in the park.
The two participants who commented on the garage bridge felt strongly
that it should be replaced to improve
both flow and aesthetics. Community
members also expressed concerns
about the length, width, and accessibility of the ramps.

Park Design
Finally, participants had a number
of ideas and concerns regarding
the park design, and advocated for
refining the park design alongside
the bridge design, rather than afterwards. Issues raised included park
programming, particularly for sports
and dogs; width, shape, and placement of paths; environmental concerns, especially with respect to the
creek; public art and other aesthetics; native plantings; coordination
with Novartis and Sherwin Williams;
and other issues.

Above: Alternative #1, Single Arch Bridge
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• Love the curve bridge design.
• I liked the single arch bridge design because it presents a better
visual perspective.
• Also very cool (compared to #3).
But I’d want a clear view from east
to west side. I don’t want to have
any part of my view blocked. Love
that it is a unique design. It would
be fun to ride over this bridge.
And it would be nicely visible from
Ohlone Way if garage bridge is
redone. A slight curve would get
my vote (as long as sight lines are
kept open).
• My first choice. I love that this is
different than anything I’ve seen. I
like the curved deck.
• Better to curve with ramps, rather
than stairs. Easier on bikes.

Below: Several community members
favored a design that would include
replacing the existing garage bridge.

Above: Participants discuss
the project site map.

CO mmunit y coMMENTS
Alternative 1: Single Arch
• Concerns about curved version,
particularly the visibility needed
when cyclists and pedestrians are
sharing a bridge; these concerns
are avoided by straightening the
bridge. Perhaps not visually engaging enough when seen from a
distance.
• The single arch design is intriguing, but the presentation already
reveals problems with it. The
pedestrian barrier is ugly when
following slanted structure, ugly
and disassociated when it doesn’t.
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• (1A) Best design. Unique, clean—
the one we should do.
• I like single arch!
• Straight single arch can be better
to see end to end.
• This is my favorite! Would keep the
guard rail at 90 degrees and integrate it nicely into the design—not
an afterthought.
• I agree (favorite comment).
• Curved bridge will slow bikes down
and is aesthetically pleasing.
• Don’t make a curved bridge.
• I like the iconic value of the
bridge design. It offers a unique
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crossing experience.
• Make accessibility easy for persons
with special rights/special needs.
Don’t isolate entrances.
• This is my favorite.
• Not committed to curvy path, like
the single arch.
• I love curve but still—like others—
looks too much like Berkeley.

• Potentially problematic with line of
sight and safety concerns if can’t
see other end of bridge.

Above: Alternative #2, Basket-Handle
Tied-Arch Bridge

• This is a tie with #4. Curve is great.
• This design is my favorite. I prefer it
curved rather than straight landing.
Alternative 2: Basket-Handle Tied-Arch
• Too common.
• Ok, but I’d want more differentia-
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Above: Alternative #3: Butterfly
Tied-Arch Bridge

tion, as it stands now it looks too
much like Berkeley’s.
• Let’s do something different style
of bridge than that of Berkeley.
• I really like the Berkeley bridge but
we don’t need second one.
• Too much like Berkeley bridge.
• Too much like Berkeley I-80 bridge
(boring!)
• Too much like the Berkeley I-80
bridge. Let’s do something different.
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• Like that it’s wider for people, don’t
care about the view.
• I agree with #2.
Alternative 3: Butterfly Tied-Arch
• Very elegant and visually open
when crossing; perhaps not visually
engaging enough when seen from
a distance
• Very nice! I like the very open feeling of this design. It seems like it
would be open and spacious when
crossing. It also presents a very
nice architectural view when look-
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ing at it from Ohlone Way. It also is
varied enough from other bridges.
• Least favorite design.
• Maintenance costs—with two times
as much steel, how is this not twice
as expense to maintain as single
tie bridge?
• Butterfly—I like the openness of
the sides bowing out. Minor concern—not bowed enough to entice
one to climb the sides.
• Don’t like it: too much like University/I-80 bridge.
• Don’t like it!
Alternative 4: Cable Stayed
• My personal favorite. Visually
dynamic both up close and from
a distance. Can be done well with
adequate planning. Allows for
open area on bridge as well as being the most visually open when on
the bridge. Maintenance costs are
a concern—highest of all designs.
• Strongly prefer #4 (cable-stayed),
as it is distinct and not too much
like Berkeley I-80 bridge. Cablestayed is dramatic, and a landmark.
• Cool view from the sides (e.g. 40th
St.), worried that you lose out on
view from Ohlone Way (since tower
won’t be visible). But otherwise it’s
another great design. Tower and
park would really stand out as a
destination; it would be fun to bike
towards the tower!
• Slight variation (include)—maybe

use the butterfly arch for open
space concept, with tower/cable
option.
• [This design has] good, open visibility for safety.
• Possible to turn tower to totem
pole—art—if Ohlones used poles.
• My favorite as it would be a beacon for the park at the east and
especially the sunlighting of Temescal. How about an eagle cage at
its peak? Let’s make a great tribute
to the Ohlone history.
• Resource usage—does this have
the least amount of material
needed to build? If substantially
so, then [I] favor using less.
• Maintenance—seems the single
vertical structure would be the
most cost effective to maintain to
keep clean (as well as using the
least to build!)
• Love the tall tower—visible from
far away—marks the place. Opportunity for attractive lighting.
• Don’t care at all about supposed
virtue of tall tower. It’s not a signature statement, it’s visual pollution.
• Move tower to Bay Street side for
signage potential.
• The cable stayed design creates
a bridge with greater “presence”
and logical weight. It is easy to
sense how the bridge defies
gravity in a visceral gut level. This
makes for a better public edifice.
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• Dramatic! Need to make sure it
doesn’t create a major maintenance
cost.
• Really like the (strong) visual element on the east side—mirror the
new Bay Bridge. I strongly support
this bridge.
• I prefer this option—it is visually
distinct and does not look like
the (unattractive) University/I-80
bridge.
• I like this one best. Can it curve like #1?
• Can bike bridge integrate with this
garage bridge?
• Replace walking bridge between
garages with simpler lines.
• I like the iconic potential of this
bridge design in establishing this
feature as a notable local landmark!
• Color [for this option]: red brick.
Would blend in well with buildings,
trains, park.
• Best looking design—but others
okay, too.
• Let’s save this design for where it is
more visible—across I-80.
• First choice #4, cable stayed
bridge. A little curve [would] be
nice.
• I like this design but all are fine.
Alternative 5: Truss
• Too common
• Like a truss design best.
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• Hate the truss bridge because it’s
ugly.
• #5 is second choice (to #4).
• Least favorite design, too industrial. “Feels” too heavy.
• Originally liked the truss design as
it best matches the industrial feel
of the history of Emeryville. But it is
the design that would be least likely
to harmonize with the parklike east
side that I’d like to be showcased.
For this effect, best is #5.
• East ramp needs to be as transparent as possible. Green design—
use all recycled glass for light
transmission.
• Lack of green design innovation.
Collaborate with Bay Street on
sharing ramp and stairs in garage.
This eliminates building stair/ramp
and keeps gateway visually open
and shadow free.
• Too busy—too much like standard
railroad crossing bridges.
• Too narrow feeling. There are better designs.
General Comments on Main Span
Design
• Generally the arches of 1, 2, 3 mirror
the design of Berkeley’s bike/pedestrian bridge at Ashby. One less
in your face contrasting design relative to Easy Bay. (However I like #4!)
• Architect, Emeryville, and Novartis Sherwin William should have a
master design scheme.
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• Put speed bumps or a way to allow
for safe passage of pedestrians in
all bridge concepts.
• Make accessibility for special
rights/needs easy.
• Lots of safety light.
• After seeing the first iteration
made by Eugene Tsui, all five designs presented are a letdown.
• Why no “monocoque” option?
• Please roll into the budget for the

bridge, any public art corollary
expense as the art we’ve been
getting in town has been quite low
minded. Make the bridge itself
with a higher “artistic” sensibility
to justify this.

Above: Bridge Alternative #4, Cable Stayed
Bridge

• Bridge and approach appear very
disconnected from each other with
current bridge design—feels the
park project should be accelerated
to match bridge design schedule.
• Bridge designs (with exception of
curved bridge) feels as a stopgap
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Above: Bridge Alternative #5, Truss Bridge

design. Icon tower could be fantastic for approach for Amtrak if designed more aggressively (current
icon tower feels very conventional).
• Chainlink/mesh is unacceptable.
• Be creative, be aspirational.
• Consider visibility, user safety,
and maintenance requirements in
bridge design selection.
• Please consider the underside of
bridge, as it will be visible from
below.
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• Are there other options for columns? I realize these are schematic, but I find the columns very
unattractive and inelegant. Looks
klunky. Needs better, more elegant
connection to the ground.
• I absolutely love the project and
the ideas presented! I’m very
excited about the bridge and can’t
wait for it to be built. I live on 40th
Street and currently have to travel
over the 40th Street overpass so
this new bridge will present a huge
quality of life improvement for me.
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• I like the concept of cable stay for
tower recognition (possibly for
Emeryville identification rather
than Ikea), but butterfly arch for the
openness. Can the design of each
be incorporated at no additional
cost?
• Safety is my major concern, along
with convenient access; especially
for those with disabilities.
• Use green building materials in
construction.
• As a Watergate resident and an
avid walker, I use the arch bridge at
University Avenue, the 40th Street
overpass near Ikea, the sidewalk
on the Powell Street overpass, the
Amtrak-Marketplace Bridge, and the
street at 65th to cross the tracks. This
proposed additional overpass bridge
would be a nice enhancement. Based
on the aforementioned, I have the
following user’s perspective: the existing arch bridge at University Avenue,
designed by Donald McDonald of
San Francisco, is perfection. If you
walk across it, you will experience
beauty, function, spatial economy,
and “solid.” I have never heard
anyone say anything negative about
that bridge. That said, I make the following recommendation: try to copy
the arch bridge at I-80 and University.
Think regionally. Its theme could set
the tone for future 21st century bridges in the area, and would be very
well received. It would be aesthetic!
Imagine what the area would look like
if the design for the Golden Gate and
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridges

had not emphasized a regional
aesthetic approach. Generations who
came to live and travel in this region
since the 1930s have been very proud
of these architectural symbols. They
are known around the world. We, too,
should have an aesthetic regional
East Bay image.
Elevators
• No elevators.
• I’m very much against the idea of
an east-side elevator. Unfortunately
I think it is unfeasible financially—
too expensive up front and a money pit for maintenance thereafter.
Sadly I think it would also attract
people to the elevator who would
abuse it (based on experience with
Amtrak elevator). It might make the
park right around it the wrong kind
of hang-out.
• No elevators ever! Don’t waste
money on ongoing operations and
maintenance.
• Must have elevator on east side!
• No elevator—bike would rather
use stairs.
• The elevator design should be
as open as possible. While a wire
cage is visually challenging, especially in a park setting, the more
open the design the better.
Ramps
• The landscape presentation suggests making the ramp a bit shorter
by curving it and raising its landing.
But if it’s solid it will destroy a lot of
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space in doing it. Guess we establish that it won’t be solid.
• I like the ramps! I do not want to
get off my bike to walk it up next to
stairs. Any element that forces me
off my bike represents a huge inconvenience when going from A to B.
• The long east-side ramp continues to bother me. It is (as the man
noted) a lot of concrete. Has some
virtue as a wind and sound barrier,
a real flaw as a light barrier.
• Make ramps wider. New garage is
good. No elevator.
• Make sure ramps are ADA compliant.
Garage Bridge
• Replacing the existing garage
bridge on the Bay Street side
would improve the overall flow
off the bridge. In addition to the
aesthetic concerns, the current
bridge cannot handle the traffic
the bridge would create.
• I absolutely favor rebuilding the
Bay Street Garage bridge. One of
the joys of biking and walking is
to experience beautiful views and
open space. Looking at the current
garage bridge is not at all enticing
and will detract from the experience of crossing the bridge. It also
hides the architectural elements of
the new bridge.
Park Design
• Design of the park must be integrated with the final bridge design
as soon as that design is chosen.
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• How “fresh” will the riparian section remain? What about water
flow—will it become stagnant?
• The walkways should be wider to
accommodate dedicated pedestrian and bike areas.
• A curving pathway is arty, but
dumb. Why make it harder to navigate, plus a couple feet longer. A
very gentle curve might be ok, but
less obvious.
• I do believe some isolation from
the tracks is a good idea, maybe
even a fence. The park is narrow
there and you’d hate to close it in
the same place that the ramp is
looming overhead.
• The expansion of Temescal Creek
is a nice idea but uses valuable
space and limits access.
• Give more consideration to the
future southern extension of the greenway. Make north/south travelers’
journey logical and non-confusing.
• Feels very much a one-linger
based on plan/sketches. Feels out
of synch/city to retail center.
• Need to refine park plans and
make sure they incorporate bridge
and future greenway plans. Minimize paving!
• Hope that design elements (e.g.,
lighting, handrails, art, etc.) for the
park can be integrated into bridge,
so that overall experience of moving along path is appealing and
unified experience.
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• Really like the lights! Marks the
place, is memorable. Similar to
DeYoung and area around SF
MOMA.
• Include native Californian landscape species.
• An eight-foot-wide path is not
wide enough.
• It’s making a landmark that
could be art for the park. I really like the idea of continuing
Doyle Street Greenway further
south—eventually to Mandela
Parkway.
• Tie in drainage for neighboring
buildings—swale
• Future open space when building comes down or rebuilt.
• Need open lawns for sitting.
• Why not art/mural on the walls?

• Include a bus stop for Route 19.

• We need a cross section [of paths].

• What happened to bocce ball
court? Enhanced habitat is good
but needs to make sense.

• Widen path—ten-foot path with
two-foot shoulder.
• Provide landings, separate spaces,
parallel creek, areas for seating.
• Filtrox—erosion control, storm
water control.
• I would put a lot of design thought
into the stair—views of restored
creek, places to sit and eat lunch.
• Novartis needs to work with Emeryville on Master Plan along creek
to 53rd Street.

Above: Community members learn more
about the proposed park design.

• Dog park and fake hydrants.
• Need to show future access along
Greenway as part of plan. Show path.
• Wider paths. Love the opening of
the creek. Do not need to follow
other previous park designs.
• A lot of dog owners will use this park!
• Really like exposing the creek.
• Water element concerns: sediment
from Temescal that’s contaminated;
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• Applaud the effort so far of the
team, but both bridge and park
designs too traditional for a retail
center and growing biotech community.
• Please show whole master plan
and traffic flows together for future
presentations.
• Great job so far; push harder. Think
outside the box.
• Label all maps with names of buildings, streets, landmarks, etc.
• Make a board of each overall concept.
NEXT STEPS

Above: A community member
reviews a bridge alternative.

flooding on heavy rain days; attracting geese and ducks that ruin
area with bird poop.
• Use green building materials.
• Pathway through Horton Street
landing should be a single path.
Split paths (for pedestrians and
bikers) are often confusing. And it
forces the bike path to be narrower. A wider path makes it easier to
pass slower bicyclists (e.g. families
traveling with young kids) and
perfectly safe to pass pedestrians
(who tend to walk on the bike path
anyway, even if there is a separate
pedestrian pass).
Other Comments
• Just give us a safe bridge; I am not
looking for a good look. We want
to get from A to B.
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During April and May 2008, the City
Council, Project Review Committee,
and the public will review feedback
from the community and narrow down
the alternatives for more detailed
review. Cost and other factors will
continue to be considered, as will
railroad disruption.
The City plans to hold two additional
community meeting in 2008, one to
review the park design in more detail
and another to review the draft bridge
design:
•• Park Design
Summer 2008
Time and location TBD
•• Bridge Design Review
Fall 2008
Time and location TBD

